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       Fresno SEO Company 
  Boost Your Business in Fresno with Our Expert SEO Services 
 GET FREE CONSULTATION 
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     OUR PROMISE
  Providing SEO services to Fresno businesses and eCommerce stores 
 

  Average results generated for our clients
  	2.5x
	INCREASE IN SEO TRAFFIC

 	120%
	INCREASE IN PPC REVENUE

 	70%
	SALES QUALIFIED LEADS INCREASE

 	35%
	CONVERSION RATE INCREASE
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   Fresno SEO Company 
 Multiply your ROI with cost-efficient SEO solutions that work!
  Looking for a trusted digital agency to skyrocket your business? Comrade, a Fresno-based SEO company, is the answer. Our comprehensive suite of services encompasses SEO, paid advertising, web design, brand development, and customized marketing strategies, all designed to meet your specific requirements. With our proven track record and complimentary consultation, your business is in capable hands. Whether you’re an eCommerce platform, small business, or B2B/B2C enterprise, we possess the expertise to deliver exceptional results. From law firms to home improvement companies and everything in between – we’ve got your back! Fresno, located in the heart of California’s Central Valley, is a vibrant and growing city that offers an ideal environment for businesses to thrive. With a population of over half a million residents, Fresno is the fifth-largest city in California and serves as a major economic hub in the region.
 In recent years, Fresno has experienced significant growth and development, transforming into a modern and dynamic city. The city’s economy is diverse, supported by a range of industries that contribute to its overall prosperity. Agriculture has long been a crucial part of Fresno’s economy, with the city known as the “Agricultural Capital of the World.” Its strategic location in the fertile Central Valley makes it an ideal spot for farming and agricultural production.
 Beyond agriculture, Fresno has a strong presence in the manufacturing, healthcare, education, and services sectors. The city is home to several leading companies, including manufacturing giants like Pelco and Lyons Magnus. The healthcare industry has also flourished in Fresno, with renowned medical institutions such as Community Medical Centers and Kaiser Permanente contributing to the city’s healthcare sector’s growth.
 Fresno’s strategic location and transportation infrastructure make it a prime location for companies looking to establish or expand their operations. Situated near major highways and served by Fresno Yosemite International Airport, the city offers easy access to markets within California and beyond. This accessibility, coupled with the city’s central location within the state, makes Fresno an attractive destination for businesses seeking to serve both local and national markets.
 The city’s business-friendly environment, coupled with supportive programs and resources, makes Fresno an excellent place to start a business. The Fresno County Economic Development Corporation and other local organizations provide assistance, incentives, and networking opportunities to entrepreneurs and businesses. Additionally, the city’s lower cost of living and affordable commercial real estate make it an attractive option for startups and small businesses.
 Fresno is home to a number of vibrant and diverse neighborhoods, each offering its own unique charm and amenities. Some of the largest and most popular neighborhoods in Fresno include:
 Woodward Park: Known for its expansive park that shares the same name, Woodward Park is a desirable residential area with a blend of upscale homes, shopping centers, and recreational facilities.
 Tower District: This historic neighborhood is famous for its vibrant arts and entertainment scene. It is home to numerous theaters, shops, restaurants, and cultural events, making it a popular destination for locals and visitors alike.
 Fig Garden: Located in northwest Fresno, Fig Garden is a well-established neighborhood known for its tree-lined streets, beautiful homes, and upscale shopping centers. It offers a mix of residential and commercial spaces, creating a desirable living environment.
 Bullard: The Bullard neighborhood is situated in northwest Fresno and is known for its excellent schools, family-friendly atmosphere, and diverse housing options, including both spacious suburban homes and apartments.
 Sunnyside: Located in southeast Fresno, Sunnyside is a thriving neighborhood with a strong sense of community. It features a range of housing options, from single-family homes to apartments, and offers convenient access to amenities such as shopping centers and parks.
 In conclusion, Fresno is a city that embraces growth, innovation, and economic diversity. Its robust economy, strategic location, supportive business environment, and attractive neighborhoods make it an excellent place for entrepreneurs and businesses to thrive. Whether in agriculture, manufacturing, healthcare, or other sectors, Fresno offers ample opportunities and resources for success. Given the area’s many strengths, collaborating with a knowledgeable Fresno digital marketing agency is a wise move for any company aiming to expand its presence and flourish in this progressive community. 
  Support Your Local Businesses: Top 10 Other SEO Agencies in Fresno  
 At Comrade, we firmly believe that personalized strategies are the key to SEO success. We recognize the importance of building trust with our clients and understand that no one agency can fulfill all their needs. As a comprehensive SEO firm, we have the skills and experience to deliver exceptional results. However, if you are exploring alternative options, we have compiled a list of 10 highly capable digital marketing agencies in Fresno that may be able to meet your requirements.
 Fresno Digital Solutions – a leading SEO agency in Fresno, known for delivering customized digital strategies and driving organic traffic to businesses of all sizes.
 Growth SEO Agency – specializing in data-driven SEO solutions, Growth SEO Agency helps Fresno businesses improve their online visibility and increase conversions through targeted optimization strategies.
 Fresno Web Marketing – delivering results-oriented SEO services, Fresno Web Marketing offers comprehensive solutions, including keyword research, on-page optimization, and link building, to enhance businesses’ online presence.
 Creative Digital Marketing – a full-service SEO agency with a creative approach, Creative Digital Marketing utilizes innovative strategies to help Fresno businesses rank higher in search results and attract more customers.
 Local SEO Pros – focusing on local SEO, Local SEO Pros helps Fresno businesses gain visibility within the local market through tactics like Google My Business optimization and citation building.
 Fresno SEO Experts – a team of SEO experts dedicated to helping Fresno businesses succeed online, Fresno SEO Experts offers tailored strategies to enhance visibility, drive traffic, and improve search engine rankings.
 Optimal Web Solutions – specializing in comprehensive SEO services, Optimal Web Solutions helps Fresno businesses increase organic traffic, improve website performance, and achieve their online goals.
 Elite SEO Agency – known for their expertise in SEO, Elite SEO Agency assists Fresno businesses in increasing their online presence, attracting targeted traffic, and driving conversions through effective optimization tactics.
 ROI-focused Digital Marketing – focusing on delivering a high return on investment, ROI-focused Digital Marketing offers strategic SEO solutions tailored to the unique needs of Fresno businesses.
 Fresno Web Presence – specializing in improving web presence, Fresno Web Presence offers a range of SEO services, including keyword research, content optimization, and technical SEO, to help businesses in Fresno stand out online. 

 
 Multiply your ROI 

 
 
     Fresno SEO Services 
 SEO Agency Solutions Designed to Grow Your Business
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  SEO Audit 
  Our experts conduct comprehensive SEO audits to assess the strengths and weaknesses of your website. We analyze factors like keyword strategy, on-page optimization, and site structure to identify areas for improvement and develop a strategy to maximize your website’s visibility in Fresno. 
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  Local SEO 
  With Fresno’s competitive market in mind, we specialize in local SEO to help your business stand out in the local search results. We optimize your website to target Fresno-based customers, improve your online visibility, and increase foot traffic to your physical location. 
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  Keyword Research 
  Our team conducts in-depth keyword research specific to Fresno, identifying the search terms that local customers are using to find businesses like yours. We optimize your website’s content and meta tags to target these relevant keywords, ensuring your website ranks higher in Fresno search results. 
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  Content Creation 
  Comrade’s talented content team develops engaging and optimized content that resonates with Fresno audiences. From blog articles to website copy, we create captivating content that not only enhances your brand’s visibility but also educates and entertains your Fresno-based target audience. 
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  Link Building 
  We employ effective link building strategies tailored to the Fresno market to improve your website’s authority and visibility in search results. Our team builds high-quality, Fresno-focused backlinks that drive targeted traffic to your website and enhance your online reputation. 
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  Conversion Rate Optimization 
  We go beyond just driving traffic to your website; we help you convert that traffic into loyal customers. Through various techniques, including A/B testing and website optimization, we analyze user behavior on your site and make data-driven recommendations to enhance your website’s performance in converting visitors into leads or sales in Fresno. 
 
  Talk to experts
 Not sure which service you need? No worries, based on our research, we will propose a strategy to achieve needed growth!
 TALK TO EXPERTS 
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 Stan BogdashinMarketing Strategist, Partner 
 “Our priority is to conduct comprehensive research and validate, with concrete data, that we can achieve positive outcomes before accepting a new project, leveraging our 15+ years of experience in the SEO industry.”
 
 
     Our Process
 How We Achieve SEO Results
 
   Step 1
 SEO Audit
   As part of our commitment to delivering tailored solutions, we offer a complimentary SEO audit to identify any underlying issues that may be impacting your organic search performance. This initial assessment helps us determine the most suitable digital marketing strategy for your business, ensuring a solid foundation for future success. 
 
 
  Step 2
 12-month SEO Strategy
   Building upon the insights from the audit, we conduct a comprehensive competitive analysis and create a strategic roadmap aligned with your business goals. This 12-month plan includes detailed timelines, budget allocation, and resource planning. Our diligent approach covers crucial aspects such as keyword research, content calendar creation, and the development of a monthly SEO action plan. 
 
 
  Step 3
 Execute Ongoing SEO
   With a skilled and dedicated team at the helm, we carry out the necessary actions to drive the desired results. This encompasses various activities, including website optimization, content creation, technical cleanups, link building, and targeted email and social media marketing. The scope of these activities is customized based on the current state of your marketing and its new key performance indicators (KPIs). 
 
 
  Step 4
 Measure, Report, Adjust
   Evaluation is a vital part of our process. To assess the effectiveness of our marketing efforts and optimize strategies, we provide monthly marketing reports. These reports track essential KPIs such as organic web traffic, lead generation, and cost per lead. By leveraging these insights, we continuously refine our approach to drive even greater success in the future. 
 
 
 
 
    Our Work
  Results Achieved by Our Fresno SEO Clients 
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   375%
 Increase in Qualified Leads 

  9X
 Increase In Targeted Traffic From SEO 

  11X
 Increase In Website Visitors 

 
 
 Healthcare
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   760%
 Increase in Qualified Leads & Sales 

  23X
 Increase In Targeted Traffic From SEO 

 
 
 Ecommerce
 American Tent
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   780%
 Increase in Sales Inquiries 

  20X
 Increase In Website Visitors 

 
 
 Home Improvements
 Granite Selection
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   126%
 Increase in Sales Inquiries 

  3.4X
 Increase in Organic Traffic 
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    Recognition
  Trusted Fresno SEO Company 
   Reviews:
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  awards:
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      Elevate your business to new heights. Schedule a complimentary SEO audit today and unlock the potential for growth. 
 
   Our team of experts will thoroughly analyze your website’s SEO, providing you with a comprehensive report that highlights any issues, identifies opportunities for improvement, and offers valuable tips to enhance your online presence. Don’t miss out on this opportunity to boost your business’s success. Book your audit now! 
 Request free audit
 
 
     HOW WE CAN HELP
  Why Fresno Businesses Choose Comrade SEO Company 
   Fresno businesses choose Comrade SEO Company for our unparalleled SEO services and unwavering commitment to their success. As a trusted SEO company, we understand the unique challenges and opportunities that businesses in Fresno face. We offer tailored SEO strategies that are specifically designed to drive local visibility, attract targeted traffic, and generate high-quality leads. Our team of experts harnesses the power of data-driven techniques and innovative strategies to deliver exceptional results for our clients. With our comprehensive approach, personalized attention, and track record of success, it’s no wonder that Fresno businesses trust Comrade SEO Company to optimize their online presence and propel their growth to new heights. 
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 Respect in the industry
 At Comrade SEO Company, we are honored to be esteemed partners of industry giants like Google, HubSpot, and Shopify. Just like them, we provide exceptional services and deliver impressive results that propel businesses in Fresno, California to new heights. Our team’s outstanding work in online marketing, PPC, and SEO has been recognized by prestigious organizations such as UpCity, FWA, Hermes, and Clutch, who have bestowed upon us multiple awards for our remarkable marketing efforts. 
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 Tried and tested expertise
 With over a decade of experience and a proven track record of assisting more than 300 clients, our team of digital marketing experts at Comrade SEO Company is well-equipped to address your business aspirations and overcome any marketing challenges you may encounter. We develop comprehensive marketing strategies that convert leads into paying customers, leveraging our tried-and-tested expertise and industry knowledge. 
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 Data-driven approach
 We believe in making informed decisions backed by data. Before committing to any marketing strategy, we conduct extensive research and utilize analytics to ensure precision and transparency. Our key performance indicators (KPIs) are based on a deep understanding of your target audience and their specific needs. Additionally, we provide monthly reports to our clients, allowing them to track our progress and gain insights into the strategies we have implemented. This enables effective budgeting, continuous improvement, and increases the likelihood of achieving success. 
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 Best services and competitive prices
 As an award-winning SEO company in Fresno, we offer cost-effective marketing solutions that provide excellent value for your investment, delivering a high return on investment (ROI). Our seasoned team is capable of managing your entire digital marketing strategy and SEO campaigns or optimizing specific areas like website upgrades or content marketing. Our purpose goes beyond driving marketing performance; we empower businesses in Fresno to push boundaries and evolve in the ever-changing digital landscape. 

 
 
      We usually deliver a 4.5x ROI for our clients
 Request a Quote
 	Increase brand awareness & loyalty
	Increase your qualified leads
	Elevate your conversion rate
	Foster a repeat customer base
	Decrease cost per lead
	Increase return on marketing investment

  Ready to Take Your Fresno Business to the Next Level? 
 
 
      
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  Industry *
Legal
Construction & Home Improvement
Ecommerce
Small Businesses
Healthcare
Manufacturing
Senior Living Facilities
Real Estate
B2B Services & SAAS
Other


 
  What can we help you with?
Need more visitors, leads and/or sales
Need to redesign current website
Need to design and build a new website/app
Need to create branding
Seeking Partnership or Employment
Other


 
  
 
  Submit Your Request
 
 
 
 
 
 
    FAQ
  Here’s What Our Fresno Clients Want to Know 
     How can SEO services benefit my Fresno business? 
   As a leading SEO company in Fresno, we understand the importance of a solid online presence. Our SEO services can enhance your website’s visibility in Fresno’s competitive market, driving targeted traffic and generating quality leads. By optimizing your website and implementing effective strategies, we can help your business achieve higher search rankings and boost its overall success. 
 
 
   How long does it take to see results from SEO services in Fresno? 
   The timeline for seeing results from SEO services varies depending on several factors, such as the competitiveness of your industry and the current state of your website. While there are no overnight solutions, our team of experts at Comrade Digital Marketing Agency is dedicated to delivering measurable results. With our strategic approach and continuous optimization, you can expect to see improvements in your Fresno business’s online visibility over time. 
 
 
 
    What sets your Fresno SEO company apart from others? 
   Our Fresno SEO company stands out for several reasons. We pride ourselves on our data-driven strategies tailored specifically to Fresno businesses. Our team of experts combines technical expertise with innovative approaches, ensuring a comprehensive and effective SEO campaign. With our personalized attention, measurable results, and commitment to your Fresno business’s success, we provide exceptional SEO services that set us apart from the competition. 
 
 
   What other digital marketing services do you offer in addition to SEO? 
   In addition to our top-notch SEO services, we offer a comprehensive suite of digital marketing solutions tailored to Fresno businesses. Our services include website design and development, social media management, pay-per-click advertising, content marketing, and more. By utilizing a holistic approach that combines multiple strategies, we can amplify your Fresno business’s online presence and drive even greater success in the digital landscape. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
   
   Comrade SEO Company – Fresno, CA 
  Using data-driven SEO strategies and a team of dedicated professionals, Comrade Digital Marketing Agency delivers exceptional results for clients in Fresno and nationwide. With our expertise in SEO, we will optimize your website to drive targeted traffic and increase conversions. Our approach focuses on maximizing ROI and reducing marketing costs while enhancing your online presence and growing your business. Experience the unparalleled benefits of our SEO services and achieve success in Fresno and beyond. 
  Comrade SEO Company proudly offers services to local businesses in Fresno and surrounding areas: 
 	 Santa Rosa 
	 Santa Clarita 
	 Riverside 
	 Reno 
	 Orange County 

  Fresno Metropolitan Area 
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  Let's Grow Your Potential Leads?
 
   Request a Quote (312) 265 0580 
 
 
   Digital Marketing
 	 PPC Management 
	 Content Marketing 
	 Marketing Packages 
	 Email Marketing 
	 Social Media Marketing 
	 Marketing Strategy 
	 SEM 
	 CRO 

 
  SEO
 	 Local SEO 
	 SEO Audit 
	 SEO Packages 
	 SEO Consulting 
	 Ecommerce SEO 
	 Franchise SEO 

 
  Web Development
 	 Web Design 
	 Web Design Packages 
	 Wordpress Websites 
	 Ecommerce Websites 
	 Woocommerce Development 
	 Magento Development 
	 Shopify Development 

 
  Who We Serve
 	 Law Firms 
	 Ecommerce 
	 Healthcare 
	 Home Improvements & Construction 
	 Manufacturing 
	 Small Businesses 

 
  Our Locations
 	Miami
	Los Angeles
	Austin
	Denver
	Milwaukee
	Dallas
	San Diego
	Chicago

 
  	 About Us 
	 Portfolio 
	 Blog 
	 Contact Us 

 Comrade is an established, full service web design and digital marketing agency in Chicago, Miami, Los Angeles and Austin with the mission to achieve big returns for our clients.
  © 2024 Comrade Digital Marketing Agency 	Privacy Policy
	Terms of Use
	Sitemap
	


 
   
 
   Headquarters
 770 N Halsted Street, Suite 106 Chicago, IL 60642
 MON-FR: 9AM-5PM
 
 info@comradeweb.com
     
 
 
 
   
  
    Contact Comrade Web.
 Do you want a marketing plan that fits your individual needs? Let us craft a strategy that drives results to your company based on your objectives.
 Please fill out the form to the right, and we will contact you within one business day for a free initial consultation.
 
 [contact-form-7 id="144"] 
 
 
 
   Thank You For Your Interest!
 One of our specialist will be in contact with you shortly.
 Before you go, we would love to get additional information to help us better understand how we can serve you best. Please fill out this four question survey.
 take a survey
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 Digital Marketing Performance Audit
 Unlock a full potential of your website. See which gaps in your marketing don’t allow your organization to scale. Get a complimentary, no obligation marketing performance review.
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